Knowing Nepal

Nepal, often described as the Switzerland of Asia is a small but exciting landlocked nation. It is
covered with Snow-white Himalayan Mountains and full of awe-inspiring scenery. One may
describe Nepal in their own terms but all definitions sum up to one word “Beautiful”. Your
experience in this “Heaven on Earth” will get you constant switch of feelings from enjoyable,
rejuvenating and peaceful to exciting and sensational. For a relatively small country, Nepal has
a diverse landscape, the best being the Himalayan Mountains.
Contradicting its status of once being an official Hindu country, Nepal strongly holds to its
Tibetan Buddhist influence. The capital city {tooltip} Kathmandu {end-texte} The capital city of
Nepal is a historic and cultural city of Newars. This largest metropolitan city of Nepal hosts
numerous display of magnificent Newari art work in the form of ancient temples as well as
traditional festival celebrations all year round. Kathmandu is also the core of urban infrastructure
development of Nepal and the only gateway to the tourism adventure in Nepal. This blend of
ancient culture and modern development makes it a unique tourist destination worth a visit.
{end-tooltip} is an ancient cultural city full of time-worn temples and the center for Tibetan
Buddhism, offering all kinds of tours and trekking to temple areas and to the Himalayas.

Adjoining Kathmandu are other two ancient cities of {tooltip} Patan {end-texte} The city of fine
arts, Patan also known as Lalitpur is one of the most vibrant cities of Nepal. Patan is one of the
three Newar cities of the Kathmandu valley and is situated 5 kms south east of Kathmandu city.
The 2,300 years old Patan city is extremely rich in its arts and architecture. {end-tooltip} and
{tooltip}
Bhaktapur
{end-texte} The Newar city of Bhaktapur lies 12 kms east to capital Kathmandu. Similar to other
two adjoining cities of the valley, Bhaktapur is also known for its art, culture, festivals and ethnic
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Newar community. But unlike Kathmandu and Patan, Bhaktapur for keeping its culture, tradition,
lifestyle and arts preserved and alive has been called an open museum. {end-tooltip} which are
full of temples and rich architecture which are just amazing and seriously breathe taking. These
three historic cities make the {tooltip}
Kathmandu valley,
{end-texte} Once a lake, Kathmandu valley is the union of three Newar sister cities namely
Kathmandu, Lalitpur and Bhaktapur. Surrounded by hills on all the sides, Kathmandu valley has
always remained the center of Nepalese civilization and current modern urbanization of Nepal.
The Newar community is the ethnic inhabitants of this valley with evidential history of 2000
years. All the 3 cities have an integral role in the development of cultural and traditional heritage
as well as national economy. {end-tooltip} home to ethnic {tooltip}
Newars
{end-texte} Newars are the resident of Bhaktapur, Patan and Kathmandu. They the best in arts
like Wood carvings and their creative excellence can be found practically in anything like
temples, statues, photo frames, household items, windows. The Newars are till date devoted to
their ancient cultural skills and have been passing it to forthcoming generation since history.
{end-tooltip} community of businessmen, farmers and artists. The UNESCO has enlisted the
Kathmandu valley it in its world cultural heritage site.
Nepal is blessed with immense natural wonders that you would not find anywhere in the world.
In a true sense, it is the paradise on earth and any nature lover’s dream destination. Although
Nepal only covers 0.1% of global land but considering the rich natural treasure it has in stock for
all, certainly visiting it once is not enough to experience all of it.
You could go high up to the magnificent chain of mountains called the Himalayas and climb the
tallest peaks in

the world like the highest of all Mount Everest, or go down to the plains to the city of {tooltip}
Lumbini
{end-texte} Lumbini is the birth place of Lord Buddha and the pilgrimage destination of millions
of people from around the world. Lumbini was listed in the UNESCO world heritage site in 1979
AD. A large stone pillar called Ashoka pillar found in Lumbini built by ancient Indian emperor
Ashoka in 250 BC bears and inscription of the birth of Lord Buddha. Mayadevi temple also
houses the exact birth spot of Lord Buddha and various other archeologically important stones
of that era. Besides the temple lays a water pool in which Buddha’s mother Mayadevi bathed
after giving birth to Buddha 2,500 years ago. Lumnini, a small city with an area of 8 square
kilometers consists of various ruins of that era along with various other Buddhist monasteries
and pagodas. {end-tooltip} and visit the birthplace of Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. The
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mid-region has some of the best trekking trails in the world which takes you through some small
ethnic Gurkha villages especially of the Rai and Gurung community.
Frankly speaking, Nepal is a poor country, but it is rich in scenic grandeur and cultural
treasures. One could go on and on admiring Nepal and its beauty but you can never understand
the thrill and fun Nepal could offer until you pack your bags and head straight down to Nepal.
It's the kind of country that lingers in your dreams long after you leave it. Nepal is a country one
must visit in their life time because exploring Nepal is to explore oneself.
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